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5 REASONS HOW COME YOU CAN’T GET A RUSSIAN GIRLFRIEND
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Let’s assume that you have been signed up on a Russian online dating site for a couple of months now with
the desire of getting yourself a Russian girlfriend. Despite all your attempts they still doesn’t seem interested in
you and you’re starting to think what’s wrong.
Something surely is off but you haven’t spotted it just yet. There are many factors at play when taking a look at
what could be wrong in your online dating approach. It could easily be how you present yourself – you may not
know how to attract someone from that culture. It could be the way you talk with them and so on. This may
sound complicated but not to worry – we are here to help you with listing 5 of the most common reasons why
you haven’t been able to get yourself a Russian partner.
1. You come across too shy on your profile
Shy unfortunately translates into boring as well. Let’s have a closer look at your profile. If your About Me
section is like a typical lengthy introduction essay that you could use to apply for a random job, then it makes
sense how come you won’t get noticed.
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Summary:
Russian women are energetic and
passionate by nature and the last thing
they want is a good looking guy that is
boring to talk to. Try to make things
interesting in your chats and add some flirt
into the game otherwise you are risking that
the Russian beauties get away.

More Details
Helpful tip: Make a list of the following and add it to your
profile: favorite movies, songs you currently love, books
you’re reading right now, countries you want to travel to and those you’ve already visited. These make for
great ice breakers in conversations.
2. You’re profile picture just isn’t right
Your profile photo is the first thing people notice about you so you want to leave a good impression. This isn’t
the place for trying to be funny and adding a picture of you doing something silly. No wild party pictures, no
strange pictures of you wearing funny outfits, no funny faces. The best idea would be to ask a friend of yours
who likes photography to take a nice portrait of you. If you don’t have friends who could help you and you can
afford it then hire a professional.
3. You aren’t spicing up the conversations
Russian women are energetic and passionate by nature and the last thing they want is a good looking guy that is boring to talk to. Try to make things interesting
in your chats and add some flirt into the game otherwise you are risking that the Russian beauties get away.
4. You do all the talking
Now that you have made things interesting by talking about all your achievements, hobbies and so on don’t forget to let her talk as well. It is understandable that
you would like to impress these ladies but shutting them out of the conversation entirely will not help. Ask them questions about themselves and encourage them
to talk.
Helpful tip: You will come across women that are not fluent in English. It may be that they are holding back because they don’t want to reveal their lack of English
skills. Remember to be as supportive as you can and encourage them to talk.
5. You’re not being entirely honest
Next to a boring conversation, another item on the list of what Russian women have a huge problem with is lying. They don’t even stand for small while lies.
It is understandable that you want to impress these women and try to reinvent who you are a little bit in order to come across more attractive. You should still
keep in mind that it is impossible to keep lies going for a long time. The truth will come out.

